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To Whom this Concerns,

I Laura Muse highly object to SCE&G getting another raise in rate. They have gone above and beyond raise increases this year and all other years. Do you people not realize what a severe depression we’re in? You can call it recession if you want, but it is not recession, it is what it is depression. People are hurting, and struggling to live as it is, and with as many people homeless and destitute, you cannot keep padding the pockets of the wealthy.

I’m sick of padding pockets & investors who already are rich. You people who approve these raises are just as crooked. SCE&G must be paying you all a bundle to grant these
every time.

I'm 70 yrs old and still trying to work

to eat & pay light bills that ate go

through the roof it's not funny.

I have a fire place and I have a

coat fire in it, and I can barely afford

the bills that have come in the past

3 mos. They must have these new meters

they put in set high to use more. My

bills have never been this high.

We are now paying for nuclear reactors

that have never been built, and many

of us will never live to see the built, so why

are we sacrificing for something we will

never use. It's so unfair.

You all can come up with all the excuses

in the world and it's still not right.

Tell the CEO to cut his salary down below

a million dollars and just maybe people can

get a break. Of course he makes several million

or 10 thousand or less a year.

All you people need to cut salaries and learn how

to live on a lot less, like the rest of us.

what the Soviet is doing is breaking our country

and you are adding to it. STOP FEDERATION

pockets

Laura More